WHILE THE WORLD WAITS
20 Central West artists respond to a Central West sonic journey.
Show me what it feels like…

Arts OutWest acknowledges the traditional custodians of the country on which we work, the
Wiradjuri/Wiradyuri people, and recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and culture.
We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

This unique opportunity for regional visual artists to create artworks in response to
regional music has been a labour of love for Arts OutWest. The last 2 years have been
tough. We could see the impact of the global pandemic on the arts. Lockdowns and
loss of work ran right across all artforms, particularly live shows.
We wanted to help by creating opportunities for those most affected.
In response to the impacts of Covid-19 on the local music industry, Arts OutWest
commissioned 15 songwriters across 11 local government areas in the region to each
write a song reflecting their experiences of 2020.
This compilation album was titled While the World Waits.
We heard what it felt like and now we wanted to see what it felt like.
While the World Waits Exhibition is a curated exhibition in which selected visual
artists in the region each respond to one or more tracks, title or words on the album.
The exhibition will travel for 12 months to galleries and venues across Bathurst,
Blayney, Cabonne, Cowra, Forbes, Lachlan, Lithgow, Mid-Western Regional, Oberon,
Orange, Parkes and Weddin.

Cover Image: Steven Cvaanagh, 3:11am - 3:16am Wednesday 6 May, 2020 (video still). Courtesy of the artist.

Steven Cavanagh
Curator

Gus ARMSTRONG
I (mis)Connection, 2022
Single Channel Video, 4mins loop.
Hold that thought for a second, or two
While a

@gustralia
www.gustralia.com

Image: I (mis)Connection (video still)

Confused computer connects the dots, for you.

Laura BAKER
The space between stones, 2022
Hand cut paper, 76x58cm.

This physical act of domestic labour is mirrored in the reflective and exacting
practice of paper cutting. Starting with unmarked paper, surgical cuts explore
the qualities, detail and shape of the environment. Stones appear from the
negative space as images are ‘drawn’ with the blade. A tension exists between
the pull of metal through paper, and the delicate strands left behind. This
dedication to process aims to find a meditative acceptance, and imitate the
ongoing tension with the harsh qualities of the urban landscape. The resulting
image presents a disconcerting strain between paper, negative space and the
faint shadows cast beyond the work. Ultimately, it is as much about the paper
remnants as what has been removed.
@laurabakerartist
www.laurabakerartist.com

Image: The space between stones (detail)

A shovel thrust into the hard earth. White and incessant stones littering the dirt.
Scoop after scoop into an old paint bucket. The weight of the half filled bucket
on the walk to the back fence. Lift up and over. Start again. The physical act of
clearing a backyard of pebbles. The reconfigured environment being changed
once again. New homeowners learning how to landscape. New homeowners
learning not to fill garden beds with tiny, white, smooth, endless stones.

Helen CARPENTER
Dust 1, 2 & 3, 2021 (from the series Dogs and Dust)
Photographs face mounted on aluminium, 60x60cm each.
One afternoon whilst out walking the dogs with one of my sons, I took one of
my cameras and started to walk up the track. As the sun began to set over
the mountain range, it produced an orange-red colour due to the stubble fires.
Our dogs started to run, play and kick up the dust. I bent down and looked
through the dust. The image I saw through the viewfinder was what I was
looking to achieve. I began capturing a series of images around the dogs
running, playing, and kicking up the dust. These images captured the light,
mood and environment and were a true reflection of my life and daily activities.

@helencarpenterphotography
www.facebook.com/helencarpenterphotography

Image: Dust 2 (detail)

Dogs and Dust was shot during the 2021 lockdown. I was looking for inspiration
and a new direction.

Gemma CLIPSHAM
Storm approaching, 2022
Inkjet print on smooth cotton, 60x90cm.

I hope that their memories of this time are of the fun dinners where we dressed
up. The silliness of Mummy trying to be their teacher and Daddy working from
home the many long walks exploring the rivers and hills.

@gem_days

Image: Storm approaching (detail)

The chain of unpredictable events of 2020-21 created a collective sense of
powerlessness and a weary surrender to our vulnerability. Mothering four
young children and battling my own health concerns meant that life was
stripped back, so many familiar comforts were gone. The prayer ‘God give me
strength’ was real. Life within the home continued and the role of parenting
these four young lives consumed my days. Balancing the isolation and the
unknown with keeping loving and nurturing home, when the world they were
growing up in felt so full of fear.

Heather DUNN
Dream. Shred. Repeat, 2022
Woven tapestry: cotton, silk noil, silk, US dollars, tea, 90x80cm (variable).

The messages on the silk strips, typed on an antique Corona typewriter, are
knotted in along the way. They rise like a cresting wave, as we are bombarded
with rules, changes to the rules and a constant barrage of all things covid.
Look closely: there is shredded U.S dollars amongst the rewoven dreams to
acknowledge the hardships so many have endured, along with the wealth
created by a few. There is also a strip of silk that is blank, because at the end
of the day, there are no words for the devastation wrought across the world.
Words matter, but process matters as well. This weaving consists of cloth
sourced from as far away as China and India and as close as my husband’s
hanky draw. The act of shredding the cloth brought to mind my own experience
but also the experiences of the musicians who contributed to the album “While
the world waits”, as their opportunities vanished. They have still demonstrated
talent, nuance and hope in their work.
@heatherdunnartist

Image: Dream. Shred. Repeat (detail)

This is a weaving where the cloth of our dreams are shredded and re-woven,
as we struggle to adapt and stay resilient. The reworked dream is different;
but similar, full of loose ends, intersections and cross overs. Everything we
do impacts others.

Lise EDWARDS
Beneath the surface, 2022
Rocks, ceramics, glaze.
Working with clay, building kilns and firing with wood is a lifestyle for me. I am
constantly making and expressing myself with forms in clay. I live on acreage
in Hampton, 40 minutes from town. During lockdown I spent a lot of time
appreciating the natural forms on my property. Instead of recreating these
forms in clay I decided to use them, manipulate them and change them as we
humans do all the time.

@liseedwards

Image: Beneath the surface (detail)

This work uses rocks from Hampton, glazed and fired with wood in a tunnel
kiln. I fire with waste wood as there is so much of it. Another thing we are good
at generating. I am always thinking of how we manipulate the natural world to
suit our own ambitions.

Harrie FASHER
Untitled / silence, 2022
Concrete, steel and oxide 48.5x12x9.5cm

Space for meditation grows.
The studio stands with strength, silently watching a continual process of
making. Making in order to understand the world around me, making in a
cloud of unknowing.
Trusting.
Trusting that the world will right itself, that it is a sign to slow down.
How do we maintain this quiet when the pace has already resumed?

@harrie_fasher
www.harriefasher.com.au

Image: Untitled / silence. Photo: Silversalt Photography

The world grinds to a halt.
I breathe a sigh of relief as cramped pages in my diary fade back to blankness.
Panic rises as family businesses teeter with insecurity.

Past night Xlll, 2022
Oil on linen on board, 120x120cm
I first painted the moon in a painting a long time ago, c.1994, and it was a
painting of the moon.
This, I believe is not a painting of a moon. It’s more. To me, as an abstract
artist, it’s about ‘holding’ the ‘held’ and the ‘holder’. It’s a relationship within a
universal language. It is nothing yet everything.
It’s Time by Amy Viola revealed this journey in song.

@robert_hirschmann

Image: Past night Xlll (detail), courtesy King Street Gallery on William. Photo: Silversalt Photography

Robert HIRSCHMANN

Aleshia LONSDALE

@aleshia_lonsdale

Image:

To be confirmed at a later date

Cate McCARTHY
I said to my soul, be still, 2022
Wood, bones, charcoal, fabric, paper.
The past 2 years have been a difficult time for all of us. We have seen
devastating bushfires, the chaos and tragedy of a worldwide pandemic, the
changing climate wreaking havoc all around us, the rise and rise of brave
young women speaking out about injustice and inequality and a grossly
incompetent and callous government. And now the threat of war looming.

This work is an attempt to articulate the curious permanent flux we are
immersed in. There was so much, and yet, so little happening. I listened to
While the World Waits music and the many interpretations of this tumultuous
and reflective time, all the while waiting.
These pieces are remnants of forests, fires and spirits past and present who
speak of what we have and what we have lost.
@catemccarthyart
www.facebook.com/catemccarthyart

Image: I said to my soul, be still (detail)

We as a nation and individually, have experienced so many emotions, isolation,
fear, frustration, anger, anxiety, love, hope and gratitude. All while we try to
survive in this crazy time.

Hugh McKINNON
A quick message from our sponsors, 2022
Giclee print on matte paper, 59.4x42cm.

So, while the world waits, here is a quick message from our sponsors.

@by.hugh
www.facebook.com/byhugh

Image: A quick message from our sponsors (detail)

The past two years have seemed like an ad-break for the entire world. We’ve
all been waiting (fairly) patiently, while life has been on pause. While waiting, I
got back into reading comic books. Comic book ads have always intrigued me;
they can make the most uninteresting products look amazing. Bright colours
and a little bit of truth bending can go a long way in advertising – how else are
you going to sell desiccated brine shrimp to kids? Lately, there has been a lot
of truth bending getting around, I’ve just added the bright colours.

Christine McMILLAN
The Team, 2022
Mixed media.
Covid provided an unexpected gift, it prevented me from travelling and enabled
three generations of my family to live together for a short time. The Team is a
collaborative family project. We created cartoon characters from our everyday
experiences within the boundaries of the house and yard.

www.facebook.com/ChristineMcMillanArt

Image: The Team (detail)

We wrote stories, played with words to create character’s names and identified
the diverse skills that make a successful team. We learnt watercolour
techniques, found our favourite paint brushes and explored options for
monetising The Team.

Shani NOTTINGHAM
Colligō - verb: to gather, draw, bring or collect (together), assemble, pick up;
contract, draw up, compress, concentrate; harvest.
Colligō - A False Comfort, 2022
Polystyrene plastic breadtags.

Colligō - Home, 2022
Discarded game pieces, recycled paper, pencil.
I am in my home with my own things. I arrange, curate and organise. My story
changes all the time. Re-arranging as time goes by makes my memories go
soft and as malleable as white dough. Colour fades with repetition, like a
colour copy just reproducing itself until the original is a hint of its original form.
We live in our home, separately creating our own changing narrative.
@rarepearstudio @the_breadtag_project_
www.facebook.com/breadtagproject www.rarepearstudio.com.au

Image: Colligō - A false comfort (detail)

Blue and white china was once priceless, belonging only to imperials and
nobles. It then became available to commoners, mass produced and cheap
around the world. I grew up with a collection of blue and white plates, all
styles, ages, patterns. Lovingly and carefully displayed on our kitchen walls.
Familial domestic moments of comfort. These vessels reference this china,
but are made of mass-produced bread tags. The creation of single use plastics is unsustainable, and contrary to our long-term comfort.

Timothy SEAGER
Walk, 2022
Single Channel animation, 3:52mins.
I always enjoyed drawing as I often think of characters and landscapes that
I imagined in my head, and I’ve been doing it since I was very young. I think
of animation as more of an art form and a substitute for filmmaking, rather
than being kids’ entertainment (although there are some exceptions). I often
preferred the 2D animation format as I felt it was simple and easy, and I find
3D to be modern and advanced for me.

www.facebook.com/RadDingoProductions

Image: Walk (video still detail)

Walk is an animated music video from a country song performed by Gracey
Denham-Jones. It follows the song’s description about the complexities and
emotions of turning 18 during isolation. I used Procreate on the iPad to create
the animation images and Camtasia to put it all together. It took five months to
animate and complete the music clip.

Henry SIMMONS with River Yarners
The River, 2022
Stop-motion animation and drone video, 3mins.
The River is a collaborative work by Henry Denyer-Simmons and the River
Yarners. A visual response to Adam Kerezsy’s instrumental composition
Waiting Game, the animation playfully documents the work of the River Yarners
who have been knitting, crocheting and weaving a growing representation of
the river since 2015.
While the world waited, the knitting continued. The work is inspired by the
timeless, ever-changing moods of the Macquarie-Wambuul River which gives
us life. The River Yarners began their work to protest a proposal to siphon
water from the river for a gold mine. Contributions have been received from
across the Macquarie-Wambuul catchment.

Henry Denyer-Simmons’ digital film and artmaking practice explores the visual
(re)presentation of individuals, communities, movements and organisations.
River Yarners’ core group consists of Wendy Alexander, Ana Freeman,
Stephanie Luke, Sally Neaves, Margaret Sewell, Bernadette Mullaney, Tracy
Sorensen and Vianne Tourle.
@riveryarners
www.ribbongang.com.au

Image: The River (video still)

The river continues to grow week by week.

Bridget THOMAS
Distortion 1, 2022
Laminated glass.

@voncurrie

Image: Distrtion 1 (detail)

Distortion of reality became a reality for us all.

Jane TONKS
Separation Contemplation (triptych), 2022
Memory – Collagraph, blind embossing on Hahnemuhle.

These times have highlighted, despite the challenges of covid-19, climate
crisis and human interference, nature continues on. In defiance and incredible
resilience, it evolves….and continues…. with or without us. This triptych
represents both nature and humanity’s resilience and the incredible desire of
nature-nurture. From healthy mind and healthy environment to ghostly void.
From void to healthy environment. We need nature more than nature needs
us. There is much to contemplate from the lessons gifted to us.

@janetonks_artist

Image: Memory (detail)

While the world waited though Covid-19 lockdowns, separation anxiety crept
in. Body and spirit ached with physical isolation from family, friends and
colleagues. A huge void welled up inside, exposing the importance of human
touch, connection and companionship and the essential human craving for
nature-nurture. ‘Forest-Bathing’ through bushwalking, bird watching and
contemplation is an important and regular ritual in my mental and spiritual
wellbeing. Physical separation from loved ones and being unable to escape to
bushland left me aching inside, craving the love and connection of family and
restoration of spirit through nature.

Heather VALLANCE

My work touches on the temporal aspects of creativity. How despite the
machinations and impositions of modern life, especially the past two years,
creativity can still shine. It can be a personal journey, a shared journey or a
fleeting moment that captures the inherent power of creativity to nurture our
very humanity. I hope my work offers windows into these worlds, where music
and music makers are not silenced.
The following artists’ music inspired my work: Nerida Cuddy: Virtual Folk Club,
Josh Maynard: Atomic War, Lynda Manwaring: Tomorrow, Genni Kane: The
trouble we’re in.

@theducksbackcanowindra

Image: Resonance and reverberation, working drawings (detail)

Resonance and reverberation, 2022
Mixed media on paper, 50x70cm.

Stephan de WIT
Not together, just breathe, 2022
Single channel animation, 40sec loop.

In Not together, just breath he explores his emotional state of mind during the
winter of 2021. He did a 3D scan of himself on location, where he spent time in
isolation when COVID restrictions were introduced. At the same time, he was
going through a breakup with his partner of 22 years and having to deal with
the consequences of losing his connection with his kids. Suspended in a void
with no fresh air, just breathing a virus in all forms, while his vision lies in the
tranquillity of open water… relax, just breath.

@stephandewitlight

Image: Not together, just breathe (video still detail)

Stephan de Wit van der Merwe is a Digital Artist. He started his career as a
music composer and sound designer, creating songs and film scores since
1995. He has won many international awards for his work including best
original score at the IWFF awards in Montana, USA. Expanding into visual
art in 2017, he now works on audio visual projects using site responsive
projection mapping to create interactive digital Art.

CURATOR
Steven CAVANAGH
3:11am - 3:16am Wednesday 6 May, 2020
Single channel video projection.

The world became silent and still.
This is what it looked like.

@cavanagh_steven

Image: 3:11am - 3:16am Wednesday 6 May, 2020 (video still)

The first lockdown fell upon us like a cold blanket.

